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Rezumat. Lucrarea trece în revistă câteva rezul-

tate despre fiabilitatea mecanică a fibrei optice, 

sintetizând studii publicate din domeniu. Analiza evi-

denţiază eforturi depuse pentru scăderea defectelor 

de copilărie şi dezvoltarea programelor de fiabilitate. 
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Abstract. This paper reviews some results in the 

area of mechanical reliability of optical fiber, 

assembling upon published literature in the field. 

This review observes exertions made to lower the 

infant failures and to develop reliability programs. 

 

1. Introduction 

Actual1models for optical fiber mechanical reliability 

relies mostly on power law growth kinetics of sharp, 

stress-free cracks. Reliability models describe the 

strength degrading effects of defects and the kinetics 

of how defects evolve with time and stress in a 

reactive environment. The subcritical crack growth 

model is widely used to make quantitative estimates 

of optical fiber reliability. The micromechanics model, 

which describes how a defect reduces the strength, 

assumes that the strength controlling defects are 

sharp, free of residual stress micro-cracks. These 

cracks amplify a remotely applied tensile stress. 

When the stress at the crack tip exceeds the intrinsec 

strength of the material, catastrophic failure occurs. 

Delayed failure can ensue for applied stress much 

lower than are required to produce immediate 

catastrophic failure. This behavior is attributable to the 

coalescence of stress at the crack tip and reactive 

species in the environment – particularly water. 

The crack progressively grows in size under the 

combined influence of applied stress and environ-
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mental moisture. The strain at the crack tip in effect 

reduces the activation energy for the chemical 

reaction between the silica and water thus causing 

the silicon-oxygen bonds to break. In practice, the 

strength of fiber demonstrates length dependence 

with short lengths (<1m) having a narrow distribution 

of intrinsic flaws while longer lengths displays a 

broad distribution of occasional extrinsic defects 

introduced during manufacturing or handling. The 

kinetics model describes the stress dependent 

growth of the defects by assuming a power law 

relationship between the crack growth rate and the 

applied stress intensity at the crack tip. The power 

law degradation kinetics model is convenient for 

semi empirical scaling laws, readily integrable for 

a variety of loading conditions while the simple 

exponential model is more physically meaningful 

and best fits many sets of data. Futhermore, the 

power law growth model does not incorporate the 

temperature dependence in a consistent way. Abrupt 

loss of strength is observed in harsh environments 

for both pristine and weak fiber. The former effect is 

due to surface etching of the fiber. The latter effect is 
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due to crack pop-in caused by residual stress and 

the environment. 

The primary wear-out mechanical facts for optical 

fiber continues to be subcritical crack growth, also 

known as fatigue. Micromechanics studies have 

focused on determining crack growth parameters for 

in-service lifetime predictions. High speed dynamic 

fatigue testing has allowed for a better understanding 

of fatigue during typical fiber processing events. There 

is continued research in characterizing manufacturing 

and handling induced flaws in optical fiber. Mechanical 

behavior has been clearer understood with artificially 

induced flaws, which have been used for two reasons: 

(1) manufacturing induced flaws are rare and (2) 

handling induced flaws, though more frequent, do 

not have sufficiently tight strength distributions. 

The most mechanical reliability issues are not 

related to technical issues from fatigue or aging. The 

primary issue is one of premature fiber failure caused 

by handling induced damage or excessive stress. Early 

or infant failures have become an increasingly impor-

tant issue with the high volume of fiber being handled 

during cabling and cable installations and growth of the 

active and passive fiber component industry. 

Lifetime modeling of optical fiber is often based on 

results and parameters obtained from strong, flaw-less 

fibers. The reliability of optical fibers in most com-

munication systems depends on large flaws (1 um), 

which can survive proof testing at 0.7 GPa. Only a few 

flaws of this kind exist on multi-kilometer fiber lengths. 

The latest reports from dynamic fatigue measurements 

conducted over a wide range of stressing rates 

demonstrates a multi-region fatigue behavior at high 

stressing rates for abraded and indented fibers. 

2. Reliability concerns 

In order to make failure probability predictions, 

a measured strength distribution is needed. It is 

important that the length of fiber tested be relevant 

to the application. Strength distributions are difficult 

to obtain because of the level of effort involved. Test 

methode that proves the strength of kilometers of 

fiber in timely fashioned are developed to record 

stress at failure that is weaker than a preset level. 

The susceptibility of optical fiber to fatigue is 

mirrored in the fatigue parameter n. The higher the 

n value the more resistant the glass is to fatigue. 

The n value is commonly obtained by measuring 

fiber strength for a range of stressing rates. At fast 

stressing rates there is less time for fatigue and the 

strength is relatively high. At slow stressing rates 

there is more time for fatigue and the measured 

strength is correspondingly lower. In mechanical 

reliability models, a high n value leads to a higher 

allowable stress. All standard optical fibers for tele-

communication applications have a silica surface, 

the basic fatigue behavior for all optical fiber is about 

the same. The n value for long-term stress condition 

is approximately 20. Fatigue is relatively indepen-

dent of flaw source and strength. Therefore the 

same fatigue model can be used for all the flaws that 

make up the strength distribution. Fatigue in fiber is 

different for short term events, like fiber proof testing 

and cabling, than for longer term stress events like 

those during installation and long term life. The 

reliability model should account for this behavior. 

Studies demonstrated that the strength and fatigue 

behavior of optical fiber is dependent on fictive 

temperature. Aqueous environments interact with 

glass at flaw tips so as to cause structural relaxation, 

thereby reducing the fictive temperature of the glass 

in that region. Lower fictive temperature, in turn, 

allow more water vapour to enter the glass. So for 

long time under load in the presence of water, the 

fictive temperature will lower and flaws will be weaker. 

This theory is capable to explain the weakness of 
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fusion splices. The same theory can explain the de-

pendence of strength on stressing rate or static load. 

Flaws in optical fiber have been studied for years 

by many researchers in an effort to better under-

stand and predict their behavior. The fiber surface 

can be damaged before the coating is applied during 

the draw process and the resulting flaws can be 

sufficiently small to survive typical proof tests stres-

ses. The common form of surface damage is through 

the fiber coating during post-proof test processing of 

fiber. Processing induced damage involves fracture of 

the polymer coating as a precursor to damaging the 

glass surface. The flaw formed in this manner has a 

morphology dependent on the handling environment 

and equipment. Some authors state the key variables 

involved in generating an abrasion flaw to be the 

relative material properties of the abrasive and target 

material, the geometry of the abrasives, the localized 

residual stress generated by the impact event, the 

fracture toughness of the target material and the 

kinetic energy imparted during the damage event. 

The mechanical damage during processing or 

handling steps, like stripping, cleaning, cleaving and 

splicing, can have unique morphologies since the 

abrasion events vary widely. 

The other basic flaw type for optical fiber is 

embedded particles. The origin of such contaminants 

can be the draw environment or surface contamina-

tion during splicing events. The distinction between 

internal and external flaws is important in that internal 

flaws will not grow subcritically over time due to 

absence of molecular water. 

The design life for optical fibers is often in excess 

of 20 years therefore it is not timely convenient to 

conduct experiments to directly appraise reliability on 

such time scale. Instead, accelerated experiments in 

the laboratory are developed so as data outcoming 

from reliability programs can be extrapolated to less 

severe in-service conditions. This might involve extra-

polating to lower stress or longer times to failure, 

extarpolating to lower initial fiber strength, extrapolating 

to lower failure probability. A critical issue of extra-

polating reliability data to estimate lifetime is the un-

certainty in such estimates. The literature on lifetime 

estimates ignores estimating confidence intervals. 

Uncertainty in lifetime estimates emerges from at least 

two major sources. Firstly, from uncertainty in the 

statistical values of the fatigue parameters calculated 

from accelerated data. Secondly, from the uncertainty 

in the nature of the fatigue model, particularly un-

certainty in the model for the crack growth kinetics. 

3. Summary 

The fatigue behavior of flaws in optical fiber is 

relatively independent of origin as comparison of 

abraded fibers with contaminated fibers and in-

dented fibers demonstrates . A two-region power law 

degradation kinetics is found much more convenient 

to appraise post-proof strength needed in more 

accurate reliability predictions. 

Long-length strength distributions are necessary 

for making failure predictions and in determining 

strength testing requirements for various tensile and 

bending applications. Bending applications need to 

be concerned with flaws near the proof stress level, 

particularly for high reliability requirements. 

Subcritical crack growth data in the literature 

usually show too much scatter to determine which 

kinetics model best fits the data. Measurements on 

optical fiber usually show the power law dependence 

or sometimes the first exponential form. There is no 

unique kinetics model applicable to all environments. 

The uncertainty in the crack growth kinetics, short 

term dynamic fatigue experiments can sometimes be 

as good a predictor of long term behavior as medium 

term static fatigue experiments. Generally, the short 

term experiments are more convenient to perform. 
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Proof testing remains an effective tool in con-

trolling the strength distribution. The actual reliability 

appraisal is an in-depth review of modes for infant 

failures and predictions for wear-out failures. 

For accurate lifetime predictions it is more 

important to employ the correct crack growth model 

instead of having more data. 
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